Pet-friendly
Accessories

Introducing

Genuine Subaru Pet-friendly Accessories
As you head out on the next big adventure, Subaru knows you may plan to take along your
favorite furry traveling companion. That’s why we’re proud to announce Genuine Subaru
Pet-friendly Accessories, engineered with the same care and attention to quality, safety and
durability that Genuine Subaru Accessories are known for. After all, pets are part of the family, too.
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Subaru of America is guided by the Subaru Love Promise, which
is the company’s vision to show love and respect to everyone, and
to support its communities and customers nationwide.
Through the Subaru Love Promise and Subaru Loves Pets
initiatives, Subaru Retailers have hosted adoption events across
the country to help local shelter pets find loving homes. Retailers
have also collected pet supplies to donate to local animal
organizations and have provided shelter supply kits for animals
awaiting adoption.
Subaru is committed to returning the love our pets give us.
Keep your furry family members safe and comfortable with
Genuine Subaru Pet-friendly Accessories.
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PET-FRIENDLY
LIFESTYLE

Pet Ramp
Avoid lifting your canine companion into your Subaru and allow him or her easy access to enter
and exit the vehicle without the risk of injury from jumping in and out. Manufactured by 4pets®, the
aluminum and plastic construction Pet Ramp supports pets up to 220 lbs. and is especially suited
for senior dogs and for those with mobility issues. The ramp rests on the ground with rubberized
feet to provide a firm grip and help avoid shifting. The non-slip ramp design and high-grip ridged
surface provides safe footing in most weather conditions. Lightweight telescoping design makes the
Pet Ramp easy to extend and to fold down to store in the cargo area when not in use.
SOA733P100
Use only for pets to enter and exit the cargo area.
Not suitable for rear seat entry and exit.
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PET-FRIENDLY

Pet-friendly Padded
Cargo Liner
Thick padding and durable
polyester shell provides a
comfortable resting area for your
pet while protecting the cargo and
seatback areas from pet hair, nail
scratches, accidents and spills.
Design includes a foldout bumper
protector for additional protection
and a zipper to allow for the 60/40
seats to be up or down while in
use. The liner is easy to install
with durable, adjustable latches
that attach to the lower cargo area
mounting loops and rear child seat
tether points. Adjustable straps
securely affix to headrests and
Velcro® mounting straps attach
at various locations for increased
stability. LATCH accessible, machine
washable, and easy to vacuum or
wipe down to keep clean.
J501SXC170 (Ascent models)
J501SSJ350 (Forester models)
J501SAN270 (Outback models)

Since 2008, Subaru has donated over $30 million to the ASPCA® (The American Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals®) and helped support over 1,600 animal welfare related events.
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PET-FRIENDLY
LIFESTYLE
Collapsible Pet Kennel
Portable, compact and lightweight, the
Collapsible Pet Kennel manufactured by
Thule® mounts in minutes to the four lower
mounting hooks, making it ideal for travel
and for everyday transport. Constructed of
durable, black polyester fabric and a steel
tube frame, the kennel is an easy-to-use
alternative to cumbersome metal carriers.
Designed with three large integrated zippered
openings for easy pet access and secures in
the cargo area with four included adjustable
straps and carabiner hooks. Includes carrying
handle to easily transport when not in use
and two pockets to carry your pet’s personal
cargo.
SOA567P100 (Medium)
SOA567P200 (Large)
The Collapsible Pet Kennel, manufactured by Thule, is
backed by a 2-year warranty through Thule. Please visit
https://www.thule.com/en-us/about-thule/warranty for details.
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With the support of more than 500 Subaru retailers and more than 500 partner shelters nationwide, our second
annual National Make A Dog's Day celebration, together with Subaru Loves Pets Month, helped over 20,000
shelter pets find loving homes.

PET-FRIENDLY
Pet Harness
Before you fasten your own seat belt and begin all
your road trips together, be sure to buckle up your
dog for safety. Infinity Loop webbing design, combined
with a padded vest, seat belt grade straps and stress
tested buckles, work together to distribute and reduce
damaging forces that can cause injury in a car collision.
Manufactured by Sleepypod® and uniquely designed
in signature Subaru blue, your dog will travel in safety
and style.
Crash-tested at child safety seat standards and certified
by the Center for Pet Safety for dogs from 18 to 90
pounds. The harness is also designed for use outside of
the vehicle as a walking harness with double “D” ring
connection to affix a leash and reflective strips and logo
for improved visibility at night. To determine the correct
size harness for your dog, measure around the ribs just
behind the front legs with a flexible cloth tape measure.
SOA854H000 (Small: 16.5" - 22")
SOA854H010 (Medium: 22.5" - 28")
SOA854H020 (Large: 28.5" - 34")
SOA854H030 (X-Large: 34.5" - 40")

Measuring

Measure around your dog’s ribs
just behind the front legs
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PET-FRIENDLY
LIFESTYLE

Console Lid Protector
Protects the center console lid surface from nail scratches and puncture
holes, while providing a comfortable armrest for front seat passengers.
Manufactured with a rugged polyester exterior and multi-layered padded
interior, the Console Lid Protector easily installs by slipping over the
console lid and securing with two integrated durable elastic straps.
Designed with a non-slip bottom surface to help keep it in place.
J201SXC000 (Ascent models)
J201SFL600 (Crosstrek and Impreza models)
J201SSJ000 (Forester models)
J201SAN600 (Legacy and Outback models)
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PET-FRIENDLY
Pet-friendly Padded Seat Protector
Protect your back seat from muddy paws and
pet hair while your pet travels with you in padded
comfort. This heavy-duty seat protector features
a smooth, tailored seatback and quilted seat
pad to protect your Subaru. Designed without
buckles or straps, installation and removal is quick
and easy with removal and reinstallation of the
headrests. Water-resistant and LATCH accessible,
the Pet-friendly Padded Seat Protector offers
maximum coverage without excess fabric for a
tidy appearance, and folds down for easy storage
when not in use. The protector is suitable for use in
conjunction with child car seats and with rear seat
passengers.
F411SXC030
F411SFL040
F411SSJ000
F411SFL050
F411SAN030
F411SAN020

(Ascent models - 2nd Row Bench)
(Crosstrek and Impreza 5-Door models)
(Forester models)
(Impreza Sedan models)
(Legacy models)
(Outback models)

60/40 seat functionality compromised when in use.

Through the ASPCA®, the Subaru Share the
Love® Event has had a significant impact on the
rescue, transport, and adoption of more than
74,000 animals nationwide.
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PET-FRIENDLY
LIFESTYLE

Seat Cover – 2nd Row Captain’s Chairs
F411SXC010 (Ascent models)

Seat Cover – Rear
Keep your second row tidy with the custom-fitted rear seat covers. Machine washable, water
resistant and LATCH accessible – this seat cover is great for pets, kids and life on the go.
Made with a polyester front and polyurethane coated back.
F411SXC000 (Ascent models - 2nd Row Bench)
F411SFL000 (Crosstrek and Impreza 5-Door models with center armrest)
F411SFL010 (Crosstrek and Impreza 5-Door models without center armrest)
J501SSJ330 (Forester models)
F411SFL020 (Impreza Sedan models with center armrest)
F411SFL030 (Impreza Sedan models without center armrest)
F411SAN010 (Legacy models)
F411SAN000 (Outback models)
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Seat Cover – 3rd Row Bench
F411SXC020 (Ascent models)

PET-FRIENDLY

License Plate Frames – Pet Lover
At Subaru, pets are part of the family. Share your love for your
furry, scaly or feathered friends with our Pet Lover license plate
frame. Subaru Pet Lover frames are manufactured from heavygauge 304-stainless steel that will not rust or corrode, and come
in either matte black or polished stainless steel.
SOA342L165 (Matte Black)
SOA342L166 (Stainless Steel)

Rear Bumper Protector Mat
Helps protect top surface of rear bumper when your
pets are entering and exiting the vehicle.
E101EAJ501
When not in use, folds flat on cargo floor or under cargo tray.
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PET-FRIENDLY

Pet Travel Bowl

Pet Carrier and Mobile Pet Bed

Wherever the road takes you and your furry four-legged friends,
take your pet’s food and water with you in one convenient, portable
container. Manufactured by Sleepypod®, the Pet Travel Bowl
allows you to freeze water in the base to keep water cool and wet
food fresh while traveling. The lid doubles as a second bowl and
the textured base design helps resist spilling or tipping. The Pet
Travel Bowl is dishwasher and microwave-safe, BPA-free and
manufactured with FDA food-grade silicone. Specially designed in
distinctive Subaru blue so your pet can show their love for Subaru
with each sip and bite.

Manufactured by Sleepypod®, this multi-functional ultra-plush pet
bed also doubles as a carrier to transport your small dog or cat in
comfort and safety – both in and out of your Subaru. Crash-tested and
certified by the Center for Pet Safety, this accessory is designed with
Velcro® positioning points to secure seat belt straps when used as a
car seat. The removable, ultra-plush interior bedding allows your furry
companion to feel right at home when on the road, helping
to make travel less stressful. The Pet Carrier and Mobile
Pet Bed is uniquely designed in signature Subaru
blue, includes zipper pulls to remove the durable
upper mesh dome, padded carry handle and
adjustable shoulder strap with comfort padding.
Luggage-grade exterior is easily wiped clean.
Removable plush bedding is machine-washable.

SOA854B001 (Small)
SOA854B002 (Medium)

SOA854S100
Suitable for pets weighing 15 pounds and under.
Not suitable for use during air travel.

Since 2015, Subaru retailers have partnered with local
animal welfare organizations through the Subaru Loves
Pets initiative to impact over 250,000 animals in need
across the country.
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Subaru of America reserves the right to change or withdraw accessories
at any time without the prior notice and without incurring the obligation to
make changes to any accessories previously sold.
All images are representative.

Subaru, Share the Love, Ascent, Crosstrek, Crosstrek Hybrid, Forester, Impreza,
Legacy, Outback, WRX and WRX STI are registered trademarks.
ASPCA® is a registered trademark of The American Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals®. Use of the ASPCA trademark does not constitute or imply the
ASPCA’s endorsement, recommendation, or favoring. The Center for Pet Safety
(CPS) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit research and advocacy organization dedicated to
consumer and companion animal safety.
Sleepypod is a registered trademark.
Thule is a registered trademark of the Thule Group.
Velcro is a registered trademark of Velcro IP Holdings LLC.
4pets is a registered trademark of Brüggli.
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